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Abstract 
Berger, U., Total sets and objects in domain theory, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 60 
(1993) 91-117. 
Total sets and objects generalizing total functions are introduced into the theory of effective 
domains of Scott and Ersov. Using these notions Kreisel’s Density Theorem and the Theorem 
of Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenheld are generalized. As an immediate consequence we obtain the 
well-known continuity of computable functions on the constructive reals as well as a 
domain-theoretic characterization of the Heriditarily Effective Operations. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper a notion of totality is investigated in the framework of Domain 
Theory. The theory of effective domains introduced by Ersov [5] and Scott [22] 
has become very popular in Computer Science because it provides a good 
semantics for functional programs. In particular recursion and partiality are 
treated elegantly, and a satisfactory theory of computable higher-type functionals 
has been developed. However, an important property of a program, its totality, 
i.e., its termination under any correct input, has not yet been investigated 
properly. It is therefore natural to try to integrate this property in an abstract 
form into Domain Theory. 
The concrete reason for studying totality were two nice theorems in (higher- 
type) recursion theory which lacked a satisfactory formulation in Domain Theory. 
The first, in its original form due to Kreisel [15], states that the Totally 
Continuous Functionals (also called Kleene-Kreisel Functionals [ 13, 151) are 
effectively dense in the Partial Continuous Functionals [S]. The second one is the 
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Theorem of Kreisel, Lacombe and Shoenfield [14], saying that every effective 
operator on the total recursive functions may be extended effectively to an 
effective operator on the partial recursive functions. Using the notion of a total 
subset resp, a total element of a domain we will prove rather general domain- 
theoretic versions of these theorems. These generalizations include, for instance, 
the well known continuity of effective operators on the constructive reals [3,16] 
as well as a domain-theoretic characterization of the Heriditarily Effective 
Operations [24,7]. 
The main results of this paper may be described roughly as follows: Let X, Y 
be domains, M c X and N E Y. The Generalized Density Theorem (Theorem 1 in 
Section 3) says that if M is total and N is dense then the set (M, N) := 
{f E C(X, Y> 1 f(M) E Nl is dense in the continuous function space C(X, Y). 
Conversely, if M is dense and N is total then (M, N) is total. Since the set of 
maximal elements of a domain is dense and total this gives us a variety of dense 
and total sets, e.g. the Kleene-Kreisel Functionals. We will prove two generali- 
zations of the Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield Theorem: The Extension Theorem 
(Theorem 2 in Section 4) says that if X and Y are constructive, M is effectively 
dense and all elements of N are total then every effective operator f : M -+ N may 
be extended to an effective operator g :X -+ Y, i.e., f(x) ~g(x) for all x EM. 
Because the recursive number-theoretic functions form an effectively dense and 
total subset of the partial functions this generalizes the Kreisel-Lacombe- 
Shoenfield Theorem. The Factorization Theorem (Theorem 3 in Section 4) states 
that if N is even effectively total as a set and satisfies some additional conditions 
then every effective operator f : M + [N] may be factorized by an effective 
operator g:X-t Y, i.e., f(x) = [g(x)] f or all x E M, where [N] is the quotient 
naturally associated with N (see below). We will use the Factorization Theorem 
for a characterization of the Heriditarily Effective Operations. 
To get a flavour of the notion to be introduced, and to motivate the definitions 
in Section 2, let us discuss briefly the property of being total in the case of partial 
number-theoretic functions. 
We consider functions f: w’ x . . * x co’+ co’, where w’ := {I, 0, 1,2, . . .} 
and I is a symbol for ‘undefined’. This means that not only values but also 
arguments may be undefined. As usual, we call f total if f(a,, . _ . , a,) defined 
(# I) whenever all arguments ai are defined. 
Note that this definition explicitly refers to the object f as a function. It is our 
aim to express the totality of S without referring to its functional character but 
treating f as an object in an abstract domain. This will be essential for lifting the 
definition to higher types. In fact we will study total objects-for instance the 
reals considered as special interval nestings-having no functional character at 
all. 
Another way to express that f is total is to say that for any defined numbers 
a, b the partial test pa,(f), asking f(a) 2 b, returns a defined answer: ‘true’ if 
f(a) = b and ‘f a se’ 1 if f(a) is defined but different from b. If f(u) is undefined so 
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is P&j). The totality off therefore means that there are ‘many’ partial tests p 
(namely all Po,b) such that p(f) is defined. The crucial question now is how to 
make the word ‘many’ precise. Things work well if we let ‘many’ mean that the 
set 
P := {p 1 p a partial test, p(f) # I} 
lies dense in the set of all partial tests (w.r.t. a suitable topology). In the general 
case ‘dense’ will have to be replaced by a slightly different property: P has to be 
separating, a property we will define in Section 2. But for the large class of 
coherent domains (subsets have a 1.u.b. iff all pairs in it have a 1.u.b.) ‘dense’ and 
‘separating’ are equivalent (see Section 2). 
We call a set M (of functions) total if the system 
P := {p 1 p a partial test, tlf e M:p(f) # I} 
is separating (dense). In our example M is a total set of functions iff all its 
members are total. But in general this is not true. For instance, every real 
number is total but the set of all reals is not a total set. 
Note that this definition indeed does not use that M is a set of functions. M may 
be a subset of any domain X. Then partial predicates are simply continuous 
mappings from X to the space {true, false, I} (with {true}, {false} as the only 
nontrivial open sets). 
Every total set M is equipped with a natural equivalence relation 
x t y e {x, y} is bounded. 
The associated quotient set [M] will play an important role in the Factorization 
Theorem. The Kleene-Kreisel functionals as well as the Heriditarily Effective 
Operations will be modelled by such quotients. In our example two total 
functions are equivalent iff they coincide at all completely defined arguments. 
In the literature there are some related treatments of totality. First consider the 
concrete total objects of a type structure, i.e., those objects whose totality is 
naturally determined by the type structure. For simple types these are the 
generally defined function&, i.e., the members of the sets G, defined in [6] and 
[8] (see Section 2). The introduction of an abstract notion of totality may be 
viewed as an attempt to analyze the concrete total objects of a type structure: The 
generalized Density Theorem proves that G, is dense and total in our abstract 
sense, and the Generalized Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield Theorem may be used 
to show that the constructive versions of the G, are isomorphic to HEO. If we 
slightly reorganize the definition of abstract totality, we may even characterize 
G,: Obviously a subset M of a domain X is total iff there exists a separating 
system P of partial tests p :X+ boole such that p(x) # I for all p E P and all 
x E M. Thus for every separating system P the set dam(P) := {x E X ( p(x) # I 
for all p E P} of all elements total ‘via P’ is the total set naturally determined by 
P. Now the Density Theorem provides separating systems Pp such that G, = 
dom(P,). 
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The pairs (G,, P,) determining the total sets G, are very close to Normann’s 
Kleene-spaces [18]. In a Kleene-space X = (B,, Ch,, at,, tx) the chains in Ch, 
represent a system of tests defining the set of total elements Asx (the associates). 
The function tx witnesses the fact that this set of tests is separating, i.e., the 
totality of As, in our sense. The function ext, witnesses the density of As,. 
Therefore the soundness of the definition of the Kleene-space X+ Y corresponds 
to the Density Theorem. The fact that in Kleene-spaces witnesses for existential 
properties are considered as part of the structure is only a minor difference. More 
essential are the different orderings on the function space. Whereas in our 
approach (and in Domain Theory in general) functions are ordered pointwise, 
Normann uses a stronger ordering (measuring a kind of ‘explicit information’) 
inspired by Kleene’s approach to the totally continuous (countable) functionals 
via associates [13]. This has the advantage that some strong finiteness properties 
like ‘finite elements have only finitely many elements below it’ may be carried 
through the types. However the (Kleene) function space is not isomorphic to the 
domain of continuous functions because different elements may denote the same 
function. 
Another related work is Hylands theory of filter spaces [12]. Roughly speaking, 
in a filter space (X, F) an element of X corresponds to an equivalence class of a 
total set M, i.e., a member of the quotient [Ml. The filters converging to that 
element correspond to the members of the equivalence class. A basis of a filter 
space corresponds to the set of finite elements of a domain. The requirement that 
(X, F) has a separated basis [12, p. 1141 corresponds to the totality of M. 
Although there is an analogue to the Density Theorem (Propositions 4.5 and 4.9) 
there are no counterparts to the Myhill-Shepherdson Theorem and the Kreisel- 
Lacombe-Shoenfield Theorem. For this, filter spaces seem to be too general. 
It is remarkable that in all three approaches (Normann, Hyland, the author) 
abstract totality is defined via a separation property confirming the impression 
that this is a characteristic common to the total objects of quite different type 
structures. 
The results presented here are part of my thesis [ 11. 
1. Effective domains 
In this section the basic features of domains and their computability theory are 
summarized, omitting proofs which are throughout fairly easy and may be found 
in the standard literature (e.g. [22, 111). We will start with the usual Scott style 
definition of domains [22] but will then switch to a characterization in the spirit of 
Ersov [8] which will be more appropriate for our purposes. 
Domains 
Let (X, C) be a partial ordering. A subset A E X is directed if every finite 
subset of A is bounded in A. X is a cpo (complete partial ordering) if X has a 
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least element, denoted by I, and every directed subset A of X has a least upper 
bound u A in X. An element x of a cpo is compact if for every directed set 
A G X, x C u A implies x c y for some y E A. X is algebraic if for every x E X the 
set 
is directed and x = u x^. X is consistently complete if every bounded subset of X 
has a 1.u.b. in X. A domain is a consistently complete, algebraic cpo. 
The following characterization of domains essentially is the order-theoretic 
definition of Ersov’s complete f,-spaces [5, 111: Let (X, C) be a partial ordering, 
X0 a subset of X, and call a subset A of X0 an ideal if it is directed and downward 
closed, i.e., for x0, y, E X0, if x0 E A and y,, C x0 then y. E A. Now X is a domain 
and X0 is the set of its compact elements iff 
(fl) ForallxEX,X=U$ whereJ?:={x,EXO(xocx}. 
(f2) Every finite set E E X0 bounded in X has a 1.u.b. in X and U E E X0. 
(f3) If A E X is an ideal, then A = 2 for some x E X. 
Following Ersov, we call X0 the base of X and the members of X0 finite 
elements. 
With every partial order (X,,, C) satisfying (f2) (with X replaced by X0) we 
may associate a domain (X0, G) where 8, is the set of ideals over X,,. 8, is called 
the completion ofXo. Every domain is isomorphic with the completion of its base 
X0 via X 3 x ~2 E X,,. Therefore every domain is uniquely determined by its 
base. 
Lemma 1. A subset B of a domain is bounded iff every finite subset of 
I3 := IJx& 2 is bounded. 
Topology 
By axiom (f2), the sets 
x,, := {x E x 1 x0 E x} 
where n,, is running through X0, form a base of a T,-topology on X, called the 
Scott Topology. This base is closed under finite intersections. In the Scott 
Topology the ordering c may be characterized by 
ncy e x~{y} e VfJsXopen:xEU 3 ~EU. 
The finite elements are exactly those x E X for which X is open. 
Continuous functions 
For a function f :X+ Y between domains X and Y the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) f is continuous (w.r.t. the Scott Topology). 
(ii) For every directed set A E X, f(A) is directed and U f (A) = f (U A). 
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(iii) f is monotone, i.e., 
vx, x’ E x: xc x’ * f(x) cf(x’), 
and has the approximation property, i.e., 
vxEXvyOEf(X)h 3xoEi: yocf(x,). 
The following extension property of monotone functions is very important: 
Every monotone function f :X0+ Y may uniquely be extended to a continuous 
function g : X + Y by 
g(x) := Ll f(i). 
In particular continuous functions on domains are completely determined by its 
values on finite arguments. 
The function space C(X, Y) := {f :X ---+ Y 1 f continuous}, equipped with the 
pointwise ordering, forms a domain again. The Scott Topology on C(X, Y) is the 
pointwise topology. Its base C(X, Y)O consists of functions xE, where E = 
{(xi, y;) 1 i E Z} is a finite subset of X0 x Y0 which is consistent in the sense that 
(note that nieJjj # OGJ {Xi 1 i E J} is boundede UitJ xi exists) and xE :X+ Y is 
defined by 
Note that xE of iff yi of for all i E I. 
For domains X, Y, 2 the spaces C(X x Y, Z) and C(X, C(Y, Z)) are canoni- 
cally isomorphic via the currying mapping. Hence we will identify them and write 
fxy to mean f(x, y) as well as f(x)(y) for f E C(X x Y, Z), x E X and y E Y. 
Standard examples of domains are given by the family D = (DP), indexed by 
types p built from the ground types o, L by means of +. D” = boolel = {I, tt, ff}, 
D‘= wL = {I, 0, 1,2, . . .} (with the flat ordering x~y~x= I vx=y) and 
Dp-O= C(DP, D”>. By virtue of the Curry isomorphism, for every type p = pi + 
“‘_,& + r (associated to the right), where r E (0, L}, DP is isomorphic to 
DP1 x . . . x DPn+ D”. Hence, if I is interpreted as an ‘undefined’ value, the 
elements of DP may be regarded as n-ary partial functions and are therefore 
called partial continuous functionals [8]. 
For a partial function f : X + M, i.e., a function f :X-+ Ml, where ML = M U 
{I}, let dam(f) := {x E X 1 f(x) is defined} (={x E X ) f (x) # I}). 
Computability 
The notion of computability in domains is based on numberings. A numbering 
is a surjective mapping Y : w + S from the natural numbers o to a set S. (S, Y) is 
called a numbered set [4]. A relation R c S1 x . . . x Sk on numbered sets 
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(S,, VI), . . . 3 (S,, v~) is decidable resp. completely enumerable if the set 
{(n,, . . . 9 &A I (Ylfl,, . . , vknk) E R} is recursive resp. recursively enumerable. 
A function f :S, x . . . X Sk-, S is an effective operator (or a morphism [7,8]) if 
there is a recursive function Q, such that for all (n,, . . . , nk) E d, 
f(Ylnlt.. . , -vknk) = Y q(n,, . , . , nk). In that case we say that 47 represents f. 
The notion of an effective operator generalizes in a natural way to the situation 
where the Si and S are only partially numbered. A partially numbered set (S, Y) 
consists of a set S and a surjective mapping Y: dam(v)-+ S where dam(v) is a 
subset of o. Every subset M G S of a partially numbered set (S, Y) is again 
partially numbered by ~(~-1~. A function f : S, X . . x Sk-+ S on partially 
numbered sets is an effective operator if there is a partial recursive function QJ 
such that n = (n,, . . . , nk) E dom(v,) X . . . X dom(v,) implies n E dam(q), 
q(n) E dam(v) and f(v,n,, . . . , vknk) = Y q(n). 
An effective base is a base X, of a domain, numbered by an effectiuation, which 
is a numbering Y(, : w * X,, such that the partial order L and the relation 
x t y :e {x, y} is bounded, 
relativized to X,, X X0 are decidable w.r.t. Y”, and the sup operator on X,, is a 
‘partial morphism’, i.e. for some recursive v, 
vgn t vnm 3 v~P(n, m) = van U vljm. 
An effective domain is a domain X with an effective base 
x E X is computable if _? is completely enumerable. Clearly 
(X0, Y,J. An element 
every finite xg E X0 is 
computable. By a standard construction the computable part X, := {x E X 1 x is 
computable) may be numbered by a consiructivation or Giidet numbering 
v: o+ X,, such that we may switch recursively from Gijdel numbers to (Kleene 
indices of) approximating sequences and vice versa. More precisely, there are 
recursive functions LL~ and fix such that (omitting the subscript X) 
(a) For every IZ, the function {con} is total and increasing w.r.t. Y(,, i.e., 
and 
Vk: v,,{ (m}(k) 5 vg{ an}(k + 1) 
vn = ,l;lw vO{mnZ)(k). 
(p) For every e such that (v,(e)(k) 1 k E dom((e))} is bounded, 
From ((u) and (p) we immediately get 
vpa!n = vn 
for all n E w. 
When writing (X, v) it is always meant that X is an effective domain with a 
constructivation Y and an effective base (X0, Ye,). Furthermore when we are 
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working entirely in a constructive context (as we will do in Section 4), we restrict 
the completeness axiom (f3) to completely enumerable ideals. Sometimes we will 
also require all elements to be computable. Then X = X, and (X, Y) becomes a 
numbered set as defined above and is called a constructive domain. A fundamen- 
tal result on constructive domains is the following version of the Rice-Shapiro 
Theorem [20] which intimately relates computability and topology: 
Theorem of Rice-Shapiro (RS). Every completely enumerable subset of a 
constructive domain is open. 
We will prove this theorem in Section 4. 
Given effective bases (X0, vo), (I;,, ,u”), we may easily construct an effectivation 
vO+ p. of C(X, Y)” such that the application function (fO, x,,) HfO(xO) from 
C(X, Y)() x X0 to Y;, becomes an effective operator. This implies that application 
from C(X, Y), x X, to Y, becomes an effective operator (w.r.t. the Godel 
numberings) as well. Because clearly boolel and o’ are effective, all DP are 
effective domains. 
Effectively continuous functions may be characterized in different ways: For a 
function f :X+ Y between constructive domains (X, Y) and (Y, ,LL) the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) f is continuous and computable, i.e., f E C(X, Y)c. 
1s continuous and the relation 
enc!ZQLe. 
“y. C f (x0)” on Y;, X X0 is completely 
(iii) f is an effective operator. 
The intuitive notion of effective continuity is expressed in (ii). The implications 
(i) =$ (ii) + (iii) are more or less obvious. The implication (iii) 3 (i) is the most 
interesting one and will be used heavily in Section 4. It is the domain 
theoretic-version of the Theorem of Myhill-Shepherdson (MS) [17] which is a 
corollary to the Rice-Shapiro Theorem. As all results of this kind, the 
Myhill-Shepherdson Theorem holds ‘effectively’. This means that from (a Kleene 
index of) a recursive function representing an effective operator f, we may 
compute a Godel number off in the effective domain C(X, Y)c. 
2. Total sets and objects 
In the previous section we defined the domains DP of partial continuous 
functionals of type p. For these objects there is a natural notion of totality: Every 
natural number and every boolean object (# I) is total. And a functional is total 
if it maps total arguments to total values. Therefore we define GP c DP by 
G”:= D”\ {I} (r E (1, o)), 
G’-O:= {f E DP-O 1 f (GP) 5 G”] 
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and -following Ersov [5,6] -call the elements of GP the generally defined 
functionals of type p. In this section we introduce the abstract notion of an 
effectively total subset of a domain, in which we collect the topological and 
computational properties of the generally defined functionals needed for the main 
theorems in the subsequent sections. Furthermore we give some characterizations 
and examples which are intended to provide some intuition for this notion. 
Partial continuous predicates 
Total sets will be defined using pairs of disjoint open sets represented by partial 
continuous predicates. More precisely, disjoint open subsets LJ and V of a domain 
X are represented by a continuous function from X to boolel, returning tt on U, 
ff on V and I otherwise. The set C(X, boolel) of all partial continuous 
predicates is denoted by pep(X). For p E pep(X) we let pf :=p-‘(tt) and 
P- :=p-‘(ff). Hence p represents the pair (p’, p-). 
The continuous boolean connectives 1, v and A on boole’ (where v and A 
are ‘parallel’, e.g., tt v I = I v tt = tt) are lifted pointwise to predicates, i.e., 
(P v q)(x) = P(X) v 0) etc. 
For every finite element x0 E X,, we define a computable predicate p’“l) E 
pep(X) by (pZxo)+ = &, and (pZxo)- = the open complement of X,. By Lemma 1 
in Section 1, P’~~(x) = ff iff {x, x0} is unbounded. Hence dom(p’““) = {x E 
X (x7x0 or xp-xo}. 
Separability 
A finite subset {x0, . . . , x”} of a domain X is called separable if there are open 
sets r/,, . . . , U, such that x0 E &,, . . . , xk E uk and U,, II . * f fl uk = 0. We then 
say that UC,, . . , uk separate x0, . . . , Xk. By Lemma 1, a finite set is separable iff 
it is unbounded. A system % of open sets separates {x0, . . . , x”} if the Ui above 
may be chosen from %. % is separating if it separates every separable finite set. 
Clearly a system of open sets is separating iff it separates every separable finite set 
of finite elements. A system 9 s pep(X) is called separating if the system 
{p+ 1 p E P} is separating, i.e., for all x0, . . _ , xk E X0 such that X, n _ * . fl iik = 0 
there are po, . . . , pk E P such that p,,(xo) = . . * =p&) = tt but there is no x E X 
such that pa(x) = . . ‘=p&)=ft. If X h as an effective base (X0, Y”) then P is 
called eflectively separating if from Y(, numbers of finitely many separable points 
in X, we may compute Godel numbers of predicates in P separating them. 
Total sets 
Given a set M E X, let 
8(M) := {p E pep(X) 1 M c dam(p)} = {p E pep(X) 1 Vx E M: p(x) # I}. 
M is called a total set if the system 8(M) is separating. M is effectively total if 
8(M) is effectively separating. 
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The total subsets of a domain X may be characterized nicely if X is coherent, 
i.e., 
h”, . . . , xk E jsk:XiTXj) 3 L2knYiZ0 
holds (recall that x t y @Z fly # 0ex, y inseparable). Most domains are coher- 
ent. For instance the DP defined in Section 1 are. 
Lemma 2. For a subset M of a coherent domain X the following are equivalent: 
(i) A4 is total. 
(ii) 8(M) is dense in pep(X). 
(iii) For all separable x0, yn E X0 there is a p E Z?(M) such that p(x,) = tt and 
p (Y”) = ff. 
Proof. (i) *(ii): This is an instance of the Density Theorem, Part 1, which will 
be proved in the next section (and which does not use this lemma). 
(ii) 3 (iii): If x0, y,, E X0 are separable then 1, n$, = 0 and hence we may 
define p. E pep(X)” by pi := x”,, and p; := j&. Because of (ii) there is a p E E(M) 
such that p,, c p which means that p(xo) = tt and p(y,,) = ff. 
(iii) j (i): Let x0, . . . , xk E X0 be separable. Then by coherency, there are 
i, j G k such that xi and Xj are separable, and by assumption (iii), there is a 
p E Z(M) such that p(xi) = tt and p(Xj) = ff. Let pi = p, pi = 1p and p!(x) = tt 
(X E X) for all other 1s k. Obviously pO, . . . ,pk E 8(M), po(xo)= . . . =pk(Xk)= 
ttandp,+n...rlp:=0. Cl 
We may also characterize total subsets of an arbitrary domain by dense sets. 
ForM~X,N~Ylet(M,N):={fEC(X,Y)If(M)~N}. 
Lemma 3. For a subset M of a domain X the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is total. 
(ii) For every domain Y and every dense set N s Y the set (M, N) is dense in 
C(X, Y). 
(iii) For every dense set N G X the set (M, N) is dense in C(X, X). 
Proof. (i) + (ii) is the first part of the Density Theorem (Theorem 1 in Section 
3), and (ii)+ (iii) is trivial. So, assume (iii) and prove that M is total. Let 
x07 . . . 7 x1 E X, be separable. We have to find po, . _ , pI E E(M) such that 
pi(Xi)=tt for i G I and niS,pt = 0. For every i G I the set dom(pyq) = {x E 
X 1 x7 xi v x txj} is dense and open in X. Therefore N := f&, dom(p’“i) is 
dense (and open) too. Hence, by assumption, (M, N) is dense in C(X, X). Let 
f” := X((&. x,) 1 iSI). Because (M, N) is dense, there is an f EJ” fl (M, N). Define 
pi := py”‘of. Obviously pi E 8’(M) and p,(x,) = p’“(f (xi)) = tt because f (xi) 2 xi. 
Furthermore &tpT = 0, since x E niS,p+ would imply f(x) 2 xi for all i, a 
contradiction to the separability of the xi. 0 
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Total objects 
An element x of a domain X is called a total object if the singleton {x} is a total 
set. Because totality of sets is hereditary to subsets, all elements of a total set are 
total objects. Total objects may be characterized order theoretically as follows: 
Lemma 4. 
u x” exists, by completeness). 
(iv) There is a unique maximal element extending x. 
Proof. (i)+(ii): Let {x0, . . . , x”} LX be unbounded, i.e. separable. By the 
totality of x, there are predicates pa, . . . , pk E 8(x) separating {x0, . . . , x”}. 
Because pt fl . . . np: = 0, there must be an i s k such that p,(x) = ff. Hence xi 
and x are separated by p,? and p,:. 
(ii) *(i): Let x0, . . . , xk E X0 be separable. By assumption (ii), there is an 
i s k such that xi and x are separable. Let pi = p 2x, and for j # i, pi = ~‘3 v ~p?“~. 
Because xi and x are separable, pi(X) = ff and p,(x) = tt for j # i. Hence 
PO,..., pk E 8(x). Furthermore pj(Xj) = tt for all j C k and pi fl . * . flp: = 0, 
again by separability of x0, . . . , xk. 
(ii)+(iii): W e s h ow that % is bounded. By Lemma 1, it will suffice to show that 
every finite subset of (i)” = lJYzxy^ is bounded. But this immediately follows 
from assumption (ii). 
(iii) + (ii) and (iii) + (iv): Immediate. 
(iv) + (iii): By the completeness property of domains, j; is inductively ordered. 
Hence, by Zorn’s Lemma, for every y zl x there is a maximal z 2 y. Because of 
(iv) all these z are the same, j; contains a greatest element (and hence X is 
directed). q 
Examples. 1. Let M be the set of maximal elements of a domain X. M is a total 
set because p?“” E g(M) for every x0 E X0, and separable points x0, . . . , xk E X0 
are separated by p’““, . . . , p’““. If X is effective then clearly M is effectively 
total. 
2. In a topped domain (a domain containing a greatest element) there are no 
separable sets and hence all subsets and all elements are total. 
3. Let p = ~3 - * . + L + 1. A function f E DP is total iff it is total in the usual 
sense, i.e., if fxl . . * x, # I provided xi f I for all i. This may be seen easily 
using Lemma 4(iv). In fact the set GP of total elements in DP is an effectively 
total set. Since D” is coherent, we may show this using Lemma 2(iii): If f, g E DP 
are separable then there must exist m E co” and distinct numbers k, I E CO such that 
fm = k and gm =I. Define p gpcp(DP) by p(h) = tt if hm = k, p(h) =ff if 
hm E o \ {k} and p(h) = I if hm = 1. Then p E 8(GP), p(f) = tt and p(g) = ff. 
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4. Let I be the set of real intervals with rational end points, ordered by inverse 
inclusion, i.e., 
[a, b] c [a’, b’] :e aQa’Ab’<b 
and let f be the completion of I, i.e., the set of ideals over I ordered by inclusion 
(see Section 1). The reals R’ are embedded homeomorphically into the effective 
domain f by mapping r E I&! to f := {[a, b] ) a < r < b} E f. A real number r is 
constructive in the usual sense iff f is computable, i.e., f E I,. By Lemma 4 each ? 
is total, because if r is irrational, then J is maximal, and if r is rational then the 
only maximal extension of F is the ideal {[a, b] ) a G r s b}. However R := 
{f 1 r E R} is not a total set, since for every p E g(R) the open sets p+ and p- are 
disjoint and cover R and hence one of these sets does not intersect with R, 
because fi is connected (as R is). Therefore %@‘) cannot be separating. 
Remark. As we have seen in Example 4, a set of total objects need not be total 
as a set. However it can be shown that any countable set M of total objects is a 
total set, and if M is given by an effective sequence M = {VT(~) 1 n E o} (cp 
recursive), then M is effectively total. We will not use this fact and therefore omit 
its proof. 
Quotients 
It follows from Lemma 4(ii) or (iii) that on a set M of total elements (and 
hence also on a total set) the binary boundedness relation T is transitive and 
therefore an equivalence relation. The topological quotient space 
[M] := M/T 
is called the quotient associated to M. For x E M, [x] := {y E M ( _x t y} is the 
equivalence class of X. We will denote the elements of [M] by bold face letters x, 
y,. . . . 
Predicates p E ‘@T(M) do respect the relation T, i.e., if X, y EM and x t y then 
P(X) = P(Y). 
Hence we may factorize p and obtain a continuous mapping 
[[PI: [Ml- boole, UPK[Xl) = P(X)- 
Lemma 5. In the quotient [M] of a total set M every pair of distinct elements is 
separated by a closed and open set. In particular [M] is a Hausdorff space. 
Proof. If x# y E M then x = [x] and y = [y] for some separable x, y E M. By the 
totality of M, there is a p E 8(M) such that p(x) = tt and p(y) = ff. Hence 
x~[[pl+ and y ~[[pl-. But [IpI’ and [[PI- are open and disjoint, and cover 
[Ml. 0 
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Examples (continued). 1. On a set of maximal elements T is the equality relation 
and hence [M] = M. 
2. If X is a topped domain then [X] is a one point space. 
3. Two n-ary functions f, g E GP (p = 1+. . .* L+ 1) are inseparable iff 
fm =gm for all m E co”. Hence [GP] may be identified with the set of total n-ary 
number-theoretic functions. 
4. An ideal x E I is a total object iff inf{ b - a 1 [a, b] E x} = 0. The quotient of 
the set of total objects in I is again homeomorphic to the reals. For every r E R, 
f = min[?]. 
Given a property of elements of a domain X, we say that an element x of the 
quotient of a total subset of X has this property if there is some x E x with this 
property. For instance we call x computable if it contains a computable element, 
i.e., xflX,#0. 
3. The Density Theorem 
At the beginning of the preceding section the sets G” s DP of generally defined 
functionals were introduced as a prototype for total sets. An immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1 of this section will be that GP is dense in DP. This 
essentially is (with some change in notation) Kreisel’s Density Theorem [15]. 
Moreover, Theorem 1 says that GP is total in D”. Therefore we may form the 
associated quotient Gp (see end of Section 2). Using the density of GP, it is easy 
to see that Gp is isomorphic with the Totally Continuous Functionals of type p 
(also called Kleene-Kreisel Function&) introduced independently by Kleene [13] 
and Kreisel [15] (f or a proof see [5]). Both properties of GP-density and 
totality-will be crucial in Section 4. 
Note that a subset M of a domain X is dense iff ?k,, rl M # 0 for every x,, E X,. 
M is called eflectively dense in (X, Y) if there is a recursive function 6 such 
that v6(n) E (vOn)” II M for all n E o. 
The following lemmata will ease the proof of the Generalized Density 
Theorem. 
Lemma 6. If P c pep(X) is separating and closed under finite conjunctions, then 
to every finite set E = {xi ) i E I} c X0 one jinds {pi 1 i E Z} G P such that pi(xi) = tt 
for all i E I, and for all J E I, 
Gzii=O 3 fJP+=O. 
Proof. Let 2 := {J E I ) nieJ .& = 0}. Since P is separating, to every J E 9 we find 
{P;,~ ( i E J} c P separating {xi 1 i E J}. Define 
Pi I= is49 PiJ 
which by assumption is in P. 0 
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Lemma 7. Let X, Y be domains and M a dense subset of X. Then for every 
separable f”, . . . , f” E C(X, Y) there is an x E M such that f’(x), . . . , f”(x) are 
separable. 
Proof. If f”, . . . , f” then they are separated by some basic open sets, i.e., there 
are separable finite approximations f; = ~{(~,~,~,~)l~~~,} E ?” (i G n). The separability 
of the J means that UiGn {(xik, yjk) 1 k E Zi} is inconsistent, i.e., there are sets 
.Zi G Z; (i s n) such that 
n{x,“,IiSn,kEJi}#0 and fl {yrvkIiSn,kE.Zj}=O. 
By the density of M, we may select an x E n {xi” 1 i c n, k E Ji} n M. NOW, the 
points f’(x), . . . , f”(x) are separated by the open sets Ui := n {yz 1 k E .Z;} 
(icn). q 
Theorem 1 (Density Theorem). Let X, Y be domains, M G X, N G Y and 
(M,N):={f EC(X, Y)I~(M)GN}. 
(1) Zf M is total in X and N is dense in Y, then (M, N) is dense in C(X, Y). 
(2) Zf M is dense in X and N is total in Y, then (M, N) is total in C(X, Y). 
Zf X and Y are effective domains then in (1) and (2) ‘total’ and ‘dense’ may be 
replaced by their effective versions. 
Proof. (1) Let M be total, N dense and let 
fo = x {(x,,y,)lid) E c(x, y)O 
be given. We have to construct a function f cyo II (M, N). Because M is total 
and clearly 8(M) is closed under finite conjunctions, by Lemma 6 we find for 
every i E Z a predicate pi E 8(M) such that pi(xi) = tt and njEJp,+ = 0 for all J c Z 
such that n,& = 0. For every x E X let 
Z, := {i E Z 1 pi(X) = tt}. 
Because x E ni,, p’, we have ni,, 2; # 0 and hence also f-J,,, ji # 0. Because N 
is dense, we may select a 2’ E niEJ$ fl N for each J c Z such that f-J,& # 0. 
Now let U := niel dom(pi), and define f :X-+ Y by 
f(x) := {;ix, ~t;,s~se 
We have fo &f (pointwise), since xi 5 x implies i E Z, and hence J)(x) = u {y, 1 xi c 
x} c 2’“. It remains to show that f is continuous. To prove monotonicity, let 
XC x’. If x $ U then f(x) =X,(x) ~fo(x’) C f (x’), because fo is monotone and 
f. L f. If x E U then x’ E U too, and Z, = Z,.. Hence f(x) = f (x’). The approxima- 
tion condition also holds, since if x $ U then, because U is open, x0 := u {xi 1 xi c 
x} ~2 \ U, and hence f(q) =J;,(x,J =X,(x) = f (x). On the other hand if x E U 
then, again because U is open, there is an x0 E 2 fl U: For that x0 we have Z, = I,,, 
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and hence f(x) =f(x,). Finally f(M) c N, by choice of the .z’” and because 
M E U. 
(2) Let M be dense, and let N be total, i.e., Z?(N) E pep(Y) is separating. We 
have to show that (M, N) G C(X, Y) is total, i.e., that 8(( M, N)) E 
pcp(C(X, Y)) is separating. Therefore let f”, . . . , f” E C(X, Y) be separable. By 
Lemma 7, there is an x EM such that f”(x), . . . , f‘(x) are separable. Now, 
because 8(N) is separating, there are predicates p”, . . . , pk E Z?(N) separating 
f”(X), . . . , f”(x). Define q”, . . . , qk E pcp(C(X> Y)) by q’(f) :=p’(f (x)). 
Obviously q(‘, . . . , qk belong to %‘( M, N)) and separate f “, . . . , f k. 
It should be clear that this proof may be carried out in an effective version as 
well. 0 
Remarks. 1. If X and Y are effective domains then clearly (M, N) may be 
replaced by (M, N)c in the theorem. 
2. Ersov [6] proved the following: If M is dense in X then ((M, o), o) is 
dense in C(C(X, ol), ol). Since w is dense and total in ol, this is an instance of 
a combination of (1) and (2) of Theorem 1. 
A direct consequence of the Density Theorem is the fact that GP is effectively 
dense and total in DP for every type p. Because GP is total, we may define the 
associated quotient GP := [GP]. Using L emma 7 and the density of G, we get for 
f,ge@-” 
f t g e tfx E Q’:f (x) t g(x). 
This may be used to show that G := (G”), is isomorphic with the Kleene-Kreisel 
Functionals (see [5]). In particular, we obtain extensionality for G: 
(VxEG?fx=gx) 3 f=g (f, g E 6’““) 
where application in G is defined by fx := f(x) for arbitrary f E f and x E x. 
(Clearly this does not depend on the choice off and x.) 
As a further application of the Generalized Density Theorem we will prove a 
selection principle for the Kleene-Kreisel Functionals. This principle is based on 
a more general one for effective domains. For its proof we need the usual 
p-operator p: D’-O+ WI defined by p(p) = n E o if p(n) = tt and for all 
k < n, p(k) = ff. If no such n exists then p(p) = 1. Obviously p is effectively 
continuous, i.e., p E Da”‘“*“. We will write ,un.p(n) for p(p). 
Lemma 8. If M is an effectively dense subset of an effective domain X, then there 
is an effectively continuous functional select,,, : pep(X)* X such that for all 
P E g(M) 
p’#0 + select,(p)Ep+flM. 
Proof. Let 6 be recursive such that 4(n) E (~gz)” n M for all n E o. Define 
f : pep(X) + o1 by f(p) := pn.p(w9(n)) and select,(p) := vB(f (p)) if f (p) E w, 
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otherwise select,(p) := 1. Obviously selectM is effectively continuous. Further- 
more if p E 8(M) and p+ # 0 then, because p+ is open, there is an n E o such that 
p(wY(n)) = tt, and therefore f(p) f land select,(p) = wY(f(p)) E p+ fl M. 0 
Corollary (Effective Selection Principle for the Kleene-Kreisel Functionals). Zf 
f E Gp-O-O satisfies 
Vx E Gp 3y E G”: f(x, y) = ti, 
then there is a computable Kleene-Kreisel Functional select, E Gp-@ such that 
Vx E Gp: f(x, select,(x)) = tt. 
Proof. If f = [f] satisfies the hypothesis, then for all x E GP, fx E G”” = 8(G”) 
and (fx)’ # 0. Hence, by Lemma 8 and the density of G”, 
selec&&k) E (fx)’ II GO. 
Therefore define select, = [select,Oof]. 0 
4. KLS theorems 
Now we will use our domain-theoretic notion of totality to generalize the 
following Theorem of Kreisel, Lacombe and Shoenfield [14]: 
KLS. Every effective operator f : CR-+ 92 on the set % of (total) recursive functions 
may be extended to a recursive functional g : 9+ 9 on the set B of partial 
recursive functions. 
In this theorem, 9? is considered as partially numbered by a Kleene-indexing 
{.}. Because recursive functionals on 9 are continuous, KLS implies that every 
effective operator on ?A is continuous. This has been generalized by Ceitin [3] and 
Moschovakis [16]. They showed the continuity of effective operators on metric 
spaces with certain effectivity properties (e.g., the constructive reals). These 
results were further extended by Spreen and Young [23] to a more general class 
of effective topological spaces. 
Here however, we will follow a different path. We will not generalize the 
continuity result but concentrate on the extension property stated in the KLS 
Theorem itself (which implies continuity). We integrate KLS into Domain Theory 
by observing that the set 9 ordered by inclusion (of graphs) forms an effective 
domain. Now %! is a subset of 9’ which is effectively dense and effectively total. 
Roughly speaking, we will prove that every effective operator transforming an 
effectively dense set LX to an effectively total set cY may be extended to an 
effective operator defined on the whole domain X. Because, by the Myhill- 
Shepherdson Theorem (see Section l), effective operators on domains are 
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effectively continuous, and on 9 effective continuity and recursiveness (in the 
classical sense [20]) coincide, this generalizes the KLS Theorem. 
The branching lemma 
As a preparatory step we prove a recursion-theoretic lemma representing the 
crucial argument in the proofs of the theorems following. The same ‘trick’ is also 
used in the proofs of the Rice-Shapiro Theorem, the Continuity Theorems of 
Ceitin and Moschovakis etc. mentioned above, and in some other situations. 
Whereas usually a recursively but nonrecursive set is employed there, we will 
argue with the Recursion Theorem instead. 
Lemma 9 (Branching Lemma). If f is a unary partial recursive function and W a 
recursively enumerable set containing all Kleene indices off, then to every binary 
partial recursive function g there is a number p such that W contains (at least) one 
index of the partial recursive function h, defined by 
f(k) if k<p, h(k)=(K(p, k) ifkap. 
Proof. Let Q be a binary primitive recursive relation such that 
W = {e ( 3d: (d, e) E Q}. 
According to the Recursion Theorem there is an index b such that {b}(k) = f (k) 
if (p, b) $ Q for all p s k, and {b}(k) =g(p, k) if p d k is minimal such that 
(p, b) E Q. b must be a member of W, since otherwise {b} = f and hence b E W. 
Now, because b E W, there is a least number p such that (p, b) E Q. With that p, 
obviously h := {b} has the required properties. 0 
To get a feeling how to work with this lemma, we prove, as an exercise, the 
Rice-Shapiro Theorem (see Section 1): Let A be a completely enumerable subset 
of a constructive domain (X, Y) (i.e., V-IA is r.e.). We have to show that A is 
open, i.e., for every x E A: 
1. Vy l X:r5y+y EA and 
2. 3x, E X,: x,) c x A x,) E A. 
Let x = w E A and let a = a, and /3 = pX be the recursive functions interacting 
between v-numbers and approximating sequences as described in Section 1. Since 
A is completely enumerable, the set W := {e 1 @e E A} is recursively enumer- 
able. Furthermore W contains all indices of {cun}, because if {e} = {an} then 
$e = @an = w EA. To prove l., let ye x, say y = vrn. According to the 
Branching Lemma there are p E o and b E W such that {b}(k) = {an}(k) if 
k <p, and {b}(k) = {am}(k) if k zp. Now y = Ukcw v,,{am}(k), by (a), and 
Ll ke<,> ~o{~)(k) = L-Ike<,> v,,(b)(k) = @b, by (p) and because x my. Hence 
y = @b E A because b E W. For 2., we use the Branching Lemma again: Let 
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q E w and d E W such that {d}(k) = {an}(k) if k <q, and {d}(k) = {an}(q) if 
k 2 q. The point x0 := vO{ an}(q) is a finite approximation of x, i.e., xr, E X0 and 
xc, LX. Furthermore, by (ct’), vg{ an}(k) c yO{ an}(q) for all k < q. Hence, by 
(P), ~0 = Ukeo vo{d)(k) = vPd E A. 0 
In further applications of the Branching Lemma we will need to know precisely 
how the indices depend on each other: 
Lemma 10. There is a 3-ary recursive function b and a 3-ary partial recursive 
function p such that for all u, v, w E CO: 
(i) p(u, U, w) is defined ifs b(u, v, w) E W,. 
(ii) Zf u' E W, for all U’ such that {v} = {II’} then b(u, U, w) E W,. 
(iii) Zf p(u, II, w) is defined then 
Proof. Examine the proof of Lemma 9 with W := W,, f := {ZJ} and g := {w}. 
The extension 
Now we prove a generalization of In the KLS Theorem 
operators f : 2X!--+ 3 on the set % of recursive functions are considered. 
We generalize this situation by considering effective operators f : M+ Y, where 
M is an effectively dense subset of a constructive domain (X, Y) and f maps all 
elements of M to total elements of Y. Here of course M is equipped with the 
partial numbering Y] v-lM. An immediate consequence of our theorem will be the 
result of Ceitin and Moschovakis [3,16] stating the continuity of effective 
operators on the constructive reals (see Example 4 in Section 2). 
Theorem 2 (Extension Theorem). Let (X, Y) and (Y, u) be constructive domains, 
let M c X be effectively dense, and let f : M ---f Y be an effective operator such that 
f(x) is total for all x E M. Then there is an effective operator g : X -+ Y such that 
f(x) L g(x) for all x E M. 
Proof. Let 19 be recursive such 
vti(l) E (~~1)” II M. 
Let furthermore Q, be partial 
defined and 
f (yn) = P 9)(n). 
Finally let ctic, fix resp. ayy, By 
v as described in Section 1. 
that for all 1 E w 
(1) 
recursive such that for all n E y-‘(M), q(n) is 
(2) 
be the recursive functions associated with Y resp. 
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By (2), the set 
R := {(n, 4, i, I) ) YO Ann) L QL n E dom(vL fy(W)) ?~dw~(~)Hi)) { 
is recursively enumerable and, by (l), for all (n, q, i, I) E R we have 
%{~Xn)(q) c y@(0 
Therefore, using cu, and pX, we may define a recursive function 6 such that for 
n, q, i E w 
C$(n, 4, i) = 
JQvl) for some 1 E w such 
yg{ aXn} (q) if no such 1 exists. 
For all n, i E w the set 
W n,i:= {e1 Pxe 6 dam(v), dwdn)J(i) C ,w?(Pxe>l 
is r.e. and if VFZ EM then W”*’ contains all Kleene indices of {a,+}, because 
{e) = { X > . pl LY n rm ies vPxe = IVZ E M and hence, by (2), /3*e E dam(q) and 
~CI{~Y&n))(i) L PP(~) =f(vn) =f(vPxe) = iu&Pxe), 
i.e., e E W”,‘. According to Lemma 10 (with u := an index of W”,‘, Y := aic_n, 
w := an index of Aqk.{mxE(n, q, i)}(k)), th ere is a recursive function b and a 
partial recursive function p such that for all i E o 
vn E M + (n, i) E dam(p) A b(n, i) E W”.’ (4) 
and if (n, i) E dam(p) then 
{b(n, i)}(k) = { ‘LYxn’(k) 
if k <p(n, i), 
{a&n, p(n, i), i)}(k) if k sp(n, i). 
(5) 
For every x E X let 
V, := {(n, i) E dam(p) 1 n E dom(cp), b(n, i) E Wn,j, Y,,{ axn}(p(n, i)) LX} 
and 
A, := &o{aycO)>(i) 1 h 9 E K>. 
We would like to define g :X* Y by g(x) = u A,. To prove that u A, exists, 
by Lemma 1, it will suffice to show that for finitely many (n,,, &), . . . , (n,, i,) E 
Kf 
fl (k{w4nj)Hij))” f 0 (+) 
jSJ 
holds. As we will see below, to prove (+) we need to know that for all 
(n, i) E dam(p) such that II E dom(g7) we have 
$Xb(n, i) = yE(n, p(n, i), i). (6) 
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Proof of (6): Let (n, i) E dam(p) and II E dam(q). From (3) with (1) we get 
vO{aXn}(q) c vE(n, 4, i) for all q E CO. In particular for q :=p(n, i), using (5) and 
the property (a) of cu, (see Section l), we get for k < q that v”{b(n, i)}(k) L 
y&n, q, i). Consequently, using (5) with k 2 q, we get 
,Ll_ vo{b(n, i))(k) = v&r, 4, i) 
and hence (6), using property (/3) of &. 
Now we may prove (+): Let (no, i,,), . . . , (n,, i,) E V,. Because by definition of 
V, we have vo{axnjj)(p(njj i,)) r x for all j GJ, there is an I E w such that 
Y~{(yx~j}(p(~j, ij))L Yo1C.K (7) 
for all j <J. Furthermore -&(Z) E M, by (1). Hence f(&(Z)) is total, by the 
hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore, according to Lemma 4, (i) + (ii) in Section 
2, to prove (+) it will suffice to show that ,u”{ayq(nj)}(ij) and f(~tY(l)) are 
inseparable for all j s J. Assume this is wrong, i.e., PO{ ayq(nj)}(ij) and f(yG(l)) 
are separable for some j G J. Then, by (3) and (7), 
Yc(tlj, P(nj, ij), ij) = Yfi(l’) 
for some I’ E or) such that Yo{~~~j}(P(nj, ij)) c YJ’ and ,no{~~~(nj)}(~j) and 
f(v@(l’)) are separable. But on the other hand (nj, ij) E V, implies b(nj, ij) E 
W”i,G, i.e., 
Po{a+?J(nj)l(ij) E PFLQ?(PXb(nj, ii)) =f(vE(nj, P(nj, ii), ii)) =f(vo(l’)) 
by (l), (6) and the definition of W”J*$. This is a contradiction. 
Now we have proved (+) and as proposed we may define g : X +- Y by 
g(x) = U A,. 
Clearly, g is an effective operator. We have to show that f(x) G g(x) for all x E M. 
Let x = vn EM. By (4) and the property (a) of my, (n, i) E V, for all i E CO. 
Therefore 
g(x) 7 iL_l_ p0{a&r))(i) = p&r) =0x). 0 
Corollary. Let X, Y be constructive domains, M an effectively dense subset of X 
and assume that f : M + Y is an effective operator such that for all x E M f(x) is 
maximal in Y. Then f is continuous and may be extended to an effective operator 
g:x+ Y. 
Proof. Since every maximal element is total, this is an immediate consequence 
of the Extension Theorem and the Myhill-Shepherdson Theorem. 0 
Because 2 is the set of maximal elements of the constructive domain $9’ and lies 
effectively dense in ??‘, the classical KLS-Theorem stated at the beginning of this 
section is an instance of this corollary. 
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Corollary (Ceitin-Moschovakis). Every effectiue operator on the constructive 
reals is continuous. 
Proof. In Example 4 of Section 2 we considered the reals as a subset 
fi := {f 1 r E R} of the ideal completion f of the rational closed intervals, where 
f:= {[a, b] 1 a <r < b}. The constructive reals are given by R,:= fi n f,. 
Let f : L@,+ lf!i8, be an effective operator. By Theorem 2 
g : such g(F) f all E 
a <a’ A b’ 
= min[lc] x f 
$ By h and g are 
f is. 0 
The 
f :M+ N from 
M X into a set N Y of 
a slightly 
f will x 
M into 
N which 
f :M+ 
: N+ 
g :X+ Y such x E = [g(x)]. 
M are f may 
h 
= h([x]) x 
a domain-theoretic 
A subset N of a constructive Y is a separating 
P N 
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The first constraint on N will be, that we require not only N c dam(P) but even 
N = dam(P). The second constraint concerns the system P: 
A partial continuous predicate p E pep(Y) is called positively stable, iff p+ is 
nonempty and downwards directed, i.e., for all y, z up+ there is an x up+ such 
that x c y, z. Obviously a finite predicate p,, E pep(Y), is positively stable iff there 
is a finite point, which we call $&, such that 
Pof = (CO)“. 
A set P of constructive partial continuous predicates over a constructive 
domain Y is called a KLS-system if 
(i) P is effectively separating, 
(ii) all p E P are positively stable, 
(iii) VpEPVyEp_3q~5P:yEq+~p-. 
A subset N of Y is called KLS-total if there is a KLS-system P such that 
N = dam(P). The following lemma shows that ‘KLS-total’ is a relatively harmless 
strengthening of ‘total’. 
Lemma 11. (a) The set of maximal elements of a constructive domain is 
KLS-total. 
(b) If M s X is effectively dense and N c Y is KLS-total, then (M, N)= s 
(X, Y)= is KLS-total. 
Proof. (a) Obviously, an element y of a constructive domain Y is maximal iff 
pzH’(y) # I for all y, E Y,. Hence, with P := {pzn) ( y,, E Y:,}, we have {y E Y 1 y 
maximal} = dam(P). Clearly P is a KLS-system. 
(b) Assume N = dam(P), with a KLS-system P E pep(Y),. By the proof of 
Theorem 1, part 2, (M, N)C is total via Q := {Af.p(f (x)) 1 x E M, p E P}. Because 
N = dam(P), we have (M, N)C = dam(Q) fl C(X, Y),. It remains to verify items 
(ii) and (iii) in the definition of KLS-systems. To prove (ii), let q := Af.p(f (x)) 
WithxEMandpEP, andletg,hEq+, i.e., p(g(x)) =p(h(x)) = ti. Because p is 
continuous and positively stable, there is a y, E p+ rl (g(x))” fl (g(x))^. Using the 
continuity of g and h, we find an x0 ~2 such that yOs g(x,), h(xo). Now 
x~~~,~,,) E g fl fi n q+. (iii) for Q immediately follows from (iii) for P. •i 
Lemma 12. To every positively stable p E pep(Y) and every finite p. up there is a 
finite, positively stable go such that p,, c go c p. 
Proof. Let pOep^ and let y,,...,y,~Y” such that po+=&~...uj~ poop 
implies yk up+ for all k < K. Because p is continuous and positively stable, there 
iS a finite z, E p+ below all yk. Define go by go+ := &,, go := p;. 0 
Recall that in Section 2, given a total set NE Y, we defined for every 
p E pep(Y) its factorization [[PI: [N] -+ boole by [pl([x]) = p(x). 
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Lemma 13. Let N E Y be KLS-total via P E pep(Y), and let x E [N] and y E Y 
such that for all p E P, [[p](x) = tt implies p(y) = tt. Then y E N and [y] = x. 
Proof. Because P is separating and N = dam(P), it will suffice to show that 
[q](x) = q(y) for all q E P. Let q E P and x E x. We only have to consider the case 
[q](x) = ff. Because P is a KLS-system, there is a p E P such that x up+ E q-. 
Consequently [p](x) = tt and therefore, by assumption, p(y) = tt too. Therefore 
y Ep+ G q-1 i.e., q(y) =ff. 0 
Theorem 3 (Factorization Theorem). Let X, Y be constructive domains, M E X 
effectively dense and N c Y KLS-total. Then to every effective operator f : M -+ [N] 
there is an effective operator g :X+ Y such that for all x E M, g(x) E N and 
k(x)1 =f (x). 
Proof. Let P E pep(Y), a KLS-System such that N = dam(P) (and therefore 
dam(P) G g(N),). By the Density Theorem, the system 8(N) = (N, boole) is 
effectively dense in pep(Y). Therefore, M X %‘(N)c is effectively dense in the 
constructive domain X x pep(Y),. We define an effective operator h : M X 
8(N),+ boole by 
h(x, P) := lIpI(f (x)). 
Using the Extension Theorem we obtain an effective operator hI :X X 
pep(Y),+ boolei extending h. For x E X let 
V, := {qO E pep(Y),, 1 q,, positively stable, h,(x, qO) = tt) 
and 
A, := {%, 1 qo E K> c r,. 
Let us show that A, has a 1.u.b. if x EM. By Lemma 1, it will suffice to show 
that for finitely many q,), . . . , qK E V, the set {G, . . . , G} is bounded, i.e., 
nksK q: # 0. Assume, the intersection is empty. Then, because P is separating, 
$&, . . . , G are separated by some qO, . . . , qK E P. Furthermore, because 
‘Z’(N) is effectively dense in pep(Y), there are computable predicates 
r”, . . . , rK E 8(N) such that qk& rk for each k < K. Define pk := qk A rk 
(conjunction for predicates, defined in Section 2). We have qk C pk, because 
(P”)’ = (qk)+ n (rk)+ 2 (qk)+ and (p”)- 2 (r”)- 2 (qk)-. By the generalized 
Myhill-Shepherdson Theorem (see Section l), h, is continuous and in particular 
monotone. Therefore, because h,(x, qk) = tt and qk Lpk, we get h,(x, pk) = tt for 
all k G K. Finally pk E 8(N),, because qk, rk E 8(N),. Hence for arbitrary y Ed 
and k c K, 
P”(Y) = UP”MYI) = UpkKf (x)1 = G P”) = h,(x> P”) = tt. 
But this is impossible, since the qk were chosen such that nk%K (qk)+ = 0 and 
hence also n&K (P”)’ = 0. 
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Now we may define g, : A4 + Y by 
go := Ll A,. 
Let us show that if x E M then gl(x) E N and f(x) = [g,(x)]. Let x E M. Because 
N is KLS-total, it will suffice, by Lemma 13, to show that if p E P and 
[Pj(f(x)) = tt then p(gr(x)) = tt. Let p E P such that [Ipjj(f(x)) = tt. We have 
h,(x, p) = h(x, p) = [pl(f(x)) = tt. Because h, is continuous, and by Lemma 12, 
there is a finite, positively stable q,,~p such that h,(x, 4”) = tt, i.e., q. E V,. 
Therefore, by definition of g,, qo(g,(x)) = tt and hence also p(g,(x)) = tt. 
Clearly g,:M+N is an effective operator. Therefore we may apply the 
Extension Theorem once more and obtain an effective operator g :X+ Y such 
that gl(x) c g(x) for all x E M. Because N (=dom(P)) is upwards closed and 
g,‘x,),~,” fo; E M, we may conclude that g(x) E N and [g(x)] = [g,(x)] =f(x) for 
Corollary. Let X, Y be constructive domains, M E X effectively dense and N E Y 
KLS-total. Then 
(1) Every effective operator f : M+ [N] . LS continuous. If in addition all elements 
of M are total, then f may be factorized by an effective operator h : [M] -+ [N], i.e., 
f(x) = h([x]) for x E M. 
(2) If all elements of M are total, then every effective operator h : [Ml+ [N] is 
continuous and there is an effective operator g :X* Y such that g(M) E N and 
h([x]) = [g(x)] for all x E M. 
Proof. (1) Let f :M+ [N] be an effective operator. By the Factorization 
Theorem there is an effective operator g :X+ Y such that g(M) c N and 
f =[+gl,,,. Th ere ore f is continuous, because the quotient mapping is con- f 
tinuous and by the Myhill-Shepherdson Theorem also g is. As g is continuous, it 
respects the inseparability relation. Therefore, if all elements are total (and hence 
the quotient mapping on M is defined), then [x] = [y] implies [g(x)] = [g(y)] for 
all x, y E M. Hence we may define a mapping h : [M] + [N] by h( [xl) := [g(x)]. 
Clearly, h is an effective operator and h([x]) = [g(x)] = f (x) for all x E M. 
(2) Let h : [Ml+ [N] b e an effective operator. The function f :M+ [N], 
f(x) := h([x]) is an effective operator and therefore continuous, by (1). Because 
[M] carries the quotient topology, this implies that h is continuous too. Finally, 
let g:X+ Y be an effective operator such that g(M) c N and f = [.]oglM. For 
x E M we have h([x]) = f (x) = [g(x)]. 0 
Heriditarily effective operations 
Let us define constructive analogues Op E D$’ to the generally defined 
functionals GP c DP: 
0” := cr), Op-O:= ( Op, On), = {f E D,“” 1 f (Op) E O”}. 
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By Lemma 11 and by the Density Theorem (Theorem l), Op is an effectively 
dense and KLS-total subset of DP for every type p (see Remark 1 following the 
Density Theorem). 
Let us denote the quotient [O”] of Op by Op. As with G, we have 
extensionality for 0: 
(VxEO?fX=gx) 3 f=g (f, g E 0-Y 
where application in 0 is defined again by fx :=f(x) for arbitrary f E f and x E x. 
We consider Op as partially numbered by Y& defined by dom(vg) := {n E o 1 vp E 
Op} and v$z := [v%] E QP, where vp is a constructivation of Dz. 
Our results on KLS-total sets will allow us to prove very easily that the family 
(Op), is isomorphic with the Heriditarily Effective Operations HE0 = (HEOP), , a 
family of functional classes defined purely recursion theoretically: Each class 
HEOP is partially numbered by {o},. HEO” := w, {.}” := id,. HEOP’O is the set 
of effective operators from HEOP to HEO”. The partial numbering {.}p_O is 
defined by {e},,, =fC${e} represents f, i.e., if n E dom({.},) then {e}, is 
defined, {e}n E dom({*},) and f({n},,) = { {e}n},. 
Theorem 4. HE0 and 0 are canonically effectively isomorphic. This means that 
for every type p there are effective operators GP: HEOP+ Op and v,, : Q”- 
HEOP inverse to each other and respecting application, i.e., (@,_Of)(@px) = 
@Jfx) and vice versa. 
Proof. Recall that 0” = 0” = (0, VI,,,), where v0 is a constructivation of the 
domain ol. For instance vD~ = {(n),,}(n),. Therefore HEO” and 0” are 
effectively isomorphic via id : o + co. Furthermore, by the corollary to the 
Factorization Theorem and the extensionality for 0, for all types p and 
o OP_O(= [(OP, 00),]) 1s canonically isomorphic with the set of effective 
operators from Op (= [O”]) to 0” (= [O”]). Therefore we get canonical iso- 
morphisms between HEO” and Op for all types p. 0 
Remark. 1. The isomorphisms between HEO” and Op are indeed canonical, 
because they are uniquely determined by the requirement that application has to 
be respected. However, the partial recursive functions representing these 
isomorphisms, which are defined implicitly in the proof of the Extension Theorem 
and the Factorization Theorem, are by no means canonical. 
2. For pure types o, p+ o this isomorphism has already been established by 
Ersov [7]. Because he had no abstract notion of totality, he could handle only 
effective operations f : HE0 p+ w with the ‘trivial’ total set o E ol. 
5. Directions for further research 
In addition to the topological and recursion-theoretical aspects of totality 
studied in this paper, also concrete applications of this notion to Proof Theory 
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and Computer Science should be elaborated. Some work in this direction has 
been done in [2]. There, an interpretation of arithmetical proofs (represented as 
typed A-terms with primitive recursion operators, i.e. Godel’s T) by total 
functionals was used for normalization. This method still works when certain 
rewrite rules are added. It has been implemented in the LISP dialect SCHEME 
[21]. Presently I am working on a refinement of this technique which yields not 
only normalization algorithms but also proofs of strong normalization. The idea is 
to reduce the normalization proof for a program or a rewrite system to a proof 
that its interpretation in a suitable domain is a total object. 
Another application of totality is the analysis of the expressive power of 
functional languages. Girard shows in [9] that, for instance, in the second-order 
type VX.X+ (X+X)*X (interpreted as a qualitative domain) the concrete 
total objects are exactly those definable by a second-order k-term, namely the 
Church numerals AX.ilx : X. ;If : X+ X.f(+ . -(fx) . . -). Girard conjectures this to 
be true for all purely universal types. This could be viewed as a completeness 
theorem if ‘A is valid’ is interpreted as ‘the domain associated with A contains a 
total element’. This would be a completeness theorem not only for formulas but 
even for proofs because then every total element comes from a proof (A-term). 
A first step towards such a result could be an extension of the Density Theorem 
(and KLS?) to type constructors other than the function space. For Kleene-spaces 
Normann has done this for dependent products and recursion on wellfounded 
trees [18]. For our approach this should be possible too. For second-order 
quantification VX. p, however, there is a problem: The domain (or coherence 
space) interpretation of, for instance, VX.X is nonempty yet contains no total 
elements. Hence the Density Theorem fails for second-order types. Thus a 
modification of the notions ‘dense’ and ‘total’ seems to be necessary. 
Finally, in my thesis I have investigated the Partial continuous functionals (see 
Section 1) definable by typed A-terms with full recursion (fixed point operator). 
Plotkin has shown that one needs some sequential arithmetical constants and 
some parallel facilities to define all computable functionals [19]. I considered the 
question which total computable functionals (in the concrete sense, i.e. elements 
of G,, see Section 2) are definable. For types of level ~2 and for some types of 
level 3 I could prove that sequential constants already suffice. I conjecture that 
this is true for all types. This would mean that, roughly speaking, total sequential 
programs have the same expressive power as total parallel programs. It would be 
nice if the abstract approach to totality could help here. 
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